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Abstract
Purpose – This study aims to introduce the DoraHand, and the basic capability and performance have been verified in this paper. Besides the idea of
sharing modular design and sensor design, the authors want to deliver an affordable and practical dexterous hand to the research area to contribute
to the robotic manipulation area.
Design/methodology/approach – This paper introduced the DoraHand, a novel scalable and practical modular dexterous hand, which, adopting
modular finger and palm design, fully actuated joint and tactile sensors, can improve the dexterity for robotic manipulation and lower the
complexity of maintenance. A series of experiments are delivered to verify the performance of the hand and sensor module.
Findings – The parameters of the DoraHand are verified and suitable for the research of robotics manipulation area, the sensing capability has been
tested with the static experiment and the slip prediction algorithm. And, the advantage of modular design and extensible interface have been
verified by the real application.
Research limitations/implications – The authors continue improving the DoraHand and extend it to more different applications. The authors want
to make the DoraHand as a basic research platform in the robotic manipulation area.
Practical implications – The DoraHand has been sent to more than ten different research institutes for different research applications. The authors
continue working on this hand for better performance, easier usage and more affordability.
Social implications – This kind of dexterous hand can help researchers get rid of complex physical issues and pay more attention to the algorithm
part; it can help to make robotic manipulation work more popular.
Originality/value – The key design in the DoraHand is the modular finger and sensing module. With the special design in mechanical and electrical
parts, the authors build reliable hardware and can support the diversity requirement in the robotic manipulation area. The hand with tactile sensing
capability can be used in more research and applications with its extensibility.
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1. Introduction

The dexterous hand is a kind of end-effector that can make the
robot more universal but not widely developed in the past several
decades. The development of artificial intelligence (AI)
technology, including reinforcement learning, is trying to drive the
application of the dexterous hand to the commercial level.
Researchers in the OpenAI (OpenAI et al., 2019) have physically
solved the Rubik’s cube by the ShadowDexterous Hand (Shadow
RobotCompany, 2017).
Despite the advancement from the algorithm part, existing

dexterous hand solutions are still facing challenges to complete

complex manipulation tasks, especially when there are
constraints from the hardware. Hardware limitations make
most works can only be performed in simulators (Zeng et al.,
2018). To solve these challenges, some points of the dexterous
hand, including the driven method, material, mechanical
design and sensor, should be discussed.
The driven method is highly relevant to the solution the

dexterous hand is applied. Taking advantage of material and
manufacturing solutions, there are increasing types of soft end-
effectors that have been invented (Catalano et al., 2014;Melchiorri
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et al., 2013; Tavakoli and de Almeida, 2014), and some adopt
tendon-driven methods that have taken account of the
maintenance issue for the user (Liow et al., 2019). Compared with
the tendon-driven soft hand, the hand with soft material is also
popular. There are many different hands with novel material and
manufacturing solutions. These hands are easier to control, but
lifetime and maintenance are still critical (Homberg et al., 2015;
Deimel andBrock, 2016;Yang et al., 2020;Meng et al., 2020).
Dexterous hand using rigid material broadly adopts the human-

hand-like design. However, there is still a topic of whether the
human-hand-like is the best universal end-effector for a robot. We
want to find a solution to reach the balance of high universality and
low cost. With rigid surface and structure, the manipulation
relationship between the dexterous hand and items can be less
uncertain, and it can make the simulation easier, and the results
are more valuable. There are two options considering the driven
strategy – more actuators for more degrees of freedom (DOFs)
and fewer actuators for moreDOFs. The first method is applied in
renowned products, including Shadow Hand, Allergo Hand
(SimLab, 2012) andDLR-HIT hand (Liu et al., 2008). The other
one is supported by some industrial hand products like Robotiq
(2022). Both methods are available, and we may need to make a
better design according to the actual requirements and limitations.
Themodular design has been widely used in general mechanical

design, and it can help reduce the cost and improve scalability. The
modular design can be used in the structure inside the device and
make it cheaper, and it can also use for an independent module for
easier usage. Some dexterous hands like the Sandia Hand and the
Eagle Shoal take the finger as the basic module, which can mount
with the palmeasily (Quigley et al., 2014), (Wang et al., 2019a).
The sensor is a critical feature for a robotic end-effector. As the

source of the environment data acquiring, research of more sensing
data will help improve the dexterous hand manipulation
performance. An increasing number of vision-based sensors have
been studied, including the Gelsight (Yuan et al., 2015), Gelslim
(Donlon et al., 2018), cross-modal tactile sensor (Fang et al., 2019),
tactile sensor with thermochromic material (Sun et al., 2019),
tactile muscularis (VanDuong et al., 2019) andmulticurved robot
finger (Piacenza et al., 2020). The primary mechanism is similar,
use the vision to detectmore features that can help the robot. Even
though the vision sensor is so hot in the current stage, some
traditional sensors are still valuable to be studied and used as robot
components (Yousef et al., 2011; Sadun et al., 2016). Like the
piezoresistivemechanismused inBioTac (Fishel andLoeb, 2012),
it can helpmanufacturemore stable and cheaper sensors.
Based on these studies on related area, we want to solve some

issues with the DoraHand. This paper will introduce a newly
designed scalable and practical modular dexterous hand, the
focus of which is to achieve the balance of function and cost,
and provide a well-performed dexterous hand for robotic
manipulation research and eventually for industry application.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 will introduce the
requirement analysis for this dexterous hand. Section 3 will
show the detailed design and analysis. Section 4 validates the
functions from different sides. Section 5 shows the conclusions.

2. Requirement analysis

With the idea of designing a scalable and practical modular
dexterous hand, some basic requirements should be considered:

the DOFs, the hand layout, the payload (Ponce and Faverjon,
1995), themaintenance capability and the sensing ability.

2.1 Degrees of freedom requirement
The DOFs is one of the essential criteria of a dexterous hand.
Although, researchers can use low-DOFs hand finish
manipulation tasks with appropriate control in a specific
environment (Hou and Mason, 2019). High DOFs is still the
basic and more efficient way to realize stable grasping and
manipulation tasks (Kim et al., 2020), and can support the in-
hand manipulation task. The DOFs types and distribution
should be decided by the use case, which can be the same or
different with human hand (Yuan et al., 2020).
To provide better manipulation performance, a bigger motion

range is required. Ref to the DOFs of most hands, we set the joint
limitation of 690°, the motion range of two fully actuated DOFs
fingertip shown in Figure 1. In comparison, the underactuated
finger can only provide themotionwith one curve. The joint status
can only be changed with the external force, which is hard to
control. Two fully actuated joints can make the finger reach a
biggermotion range andmore diverse poses.
Two fully actuated DOFs in one finger can only provide the

motion in a plane. Adding one DOF in the palm can make the
fingertipmove in 3D space and offer moremanipulation skills.
As discussed, two fully actuated DOFs in the finger and one

rotation DOF in the palm are essential characteristics of the
DoraHand.

2.2 Layout requirement
Limited by the actuator and material, more fingers always mean
bigger dimensions, more complex system and higher cost.With this
idea, a layout with suitable finger numbers may be better. A three-
finger layout is a good choice that canmeet the basic stable grasping
with three grasping points (Ponce and Faverjon, 1995). There are
three main kinds of three-finger layouts shown in Figure 2 that can
be considered (Townsend, 2000; Schunk, 2015).
The red dot or arrow in the coordinate in Figure 2 represents

the rotation axis of each palm joint, the dashed line with the
arrow represents themotion range of the joint.

Figure 1 2D motion space of the underactuated and fully actuated
finger

Figure 2 Three different three-finger dexterous hand layout
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The first and second layouts with the rotation can better adapt
to the special shape item, and two-finger grip mode can be
more stable. The third layout is simplified and has a limitation
to the rotation range. The first layout takes smaller space when
changing the pose, and second can adjust the three fingers on
one side to reach the power grasp pose.
In the aspect of more diverse poses, the first layout can

provide more poses when the front and back fingertip surfaces
are asymmetric. The asymmetric structure can be designed
according to the different scenes.
With these points, we choose the first layout in the three-

finger DoraHand for more diverse poses and smaller
dimension.

2.3 Payload requirement
Application industries and scenarios have a decisive influence
on the dexterous hand payload. With the requirement of safety
and cooperation with the human worker, collaborative robots
have been widely adopted, and most payloads are in the range
of 5–10 kg. A hand with such a payload can help more
researchers make the best usage of the collaborative robot.
With the estimation of dexterous hand self-weight is around

1–2 kg, a payload of 6 kg is suitable and can covermost grasping
andmanipulation requirements.

2.4Maintenance requirement
Due to the complex structure of most dexterous hands, the
maintenance of dexterous hand is a complex and risky task that
makes the physical experiment costly and difficult. Trying to
make the maintenance easier can help to lower the difficulty
and help people deliver more diverse physical experiments. We
want to design a modular finger to make the user replace the
broken finger easier.
A simple enough maintenance solution may give the robot

the capability of maintaining the hand by itself. This capability
can help the robot finishmore tasks and be fully autonomous.

2.5 Sensing requirement
Sensors in dexterous hand have many types, including position,
temperature, force, torque and tactile sensors (Tomo et al.,
2015).
The position sensor in the joint is already the essential sensor.

The torque sensor in the joint is also widely used in current
robotic hardware design, and estimating torque through the
current feedback is a low-cost standard solution. We also use
themotor current to realize this function.
Tactile sensing is popular and may become a new essential

sensing capability of dexterous hand like the joint position
feedback. We take the tactile sensor as the critical feature,
which can improve the robot manipulation capability and keep
the interface of replacing with different kinds of sensors.

3. Design and analysis

With the analysis on the requirement of dexterous hand, we
have our design introduced in the following four directions.

3.1Mechanical design
Compared with the other modular fingers, we want to make the
assembly and maintenance process easier and design with good

scalability.We design the hot-swap function that uses the finger
module through simple plug and unplug action. With the hot-
swap function, it is possible to make the robot finish some tasks
by itself. We keep the scalability in the joint and tip level, which
can help to change the design with different requirements
easily.
The design for hot-swap function is realized by the pogo

pin and locking mechanism. The pogo pin provides the
transmission of power and signal. The locking mechanism
makes the connection more stable and reliable, and provides a
locking force sufficient to lock the finger with palm during the
task.What is more, when a force is added to the finger body, the
friction force will gain and help the finger not be plugged out.
The force analysis and requirement are shown in Figure 3 and
equation (1); equation (1) is a simplified equation that ignores
the finger width and assumes the point contact situation.
The locking mechanism includes two main aspects, the

location part and the force adding part. The spring plunger acts
as the primary location component and helps locate the finger.
When the ball in the plunger mates with the hole in the finger,
the plunger can provide around 0.6kg force. The force adding
part is mainly completed by the magnet, the magnet at the
bottom helps to provide 2.5 kg force. Figure 4 displays the
lockingmechanism structure with the spring plunger.

Figure 3 The force between finger and palm, and the spring plunger
and coupling

Figure 4 Hot-swap finger, asymmetric tip and locking design
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Calculated from equation (1), m is the friction coefficient, u 0

and u 1 are joint angles and combined force Fc is bigger than
3.1kg for one finger in the worst situation. For a three-finger
hand with the 6 kg payload, each finger should guarantee a 2 kg
payload, and Fc canmeet the requirement:

Fc ¼ Fs 1Fm 1Ff � F0sinu 0 1F1sin u 0 1 u 1ð Þ
Ff ¼ mFr

Fr ¼ F0L0=21F1L1=21F1L0sinu 1 1
Lb F0cosu 0 1F1cos u 0 1 u 1ð Þð Þ

� �
=Lr

8>><
>>:

(1)

To simplify the structure and keep precision, the motors drive
the joint through rigid coupling directly, which causes
the external force impact Fo may destroy the motor easily. We
design the structure in Figure 3(b) to protect the joint. The
spring plunger provides a fixed force Fp to connect the coupling
and joint. When the external force Fo is too big, and the force
FT is bigger than FTmax, the ball in the spring plunger will push
the spring and go up. The contact force between the ball and
coupling will be rolling friction. The finger can recover when
the ball rotates back to the coupling curve. FTmax is defined by
the spring plunger force Fp and the curve angle u .
To make the hand use more sceneries and cooperate

with different hardware, we design a replaceable thin and
asymmetric tip. The thickness of the fingertip is 5mm and can
be used in some narrow space. The fingertip part can be
replaced by other designs for more diverse usages. This
function can make the researcher design the most practical tip
according to their requirements. The detailed design and
extension sample of the fingertip is shown in Figure 5, these
two changes were made with 3D print components for linkage
structure and high-friction tip separately.
With the DOFs, layout and fingertip design we defined, the

DoraHand can support different grasp poses. We separate nine
different basic poses shown in Figure 6. The difference in
one row is the touchpoints in the three poses are different, and
the grasp range is gradually bigger from left to right. The (a)
row shows the poses with three fingers, the (b) row shows the
poses with two fingers and can grasp item with the front tip
face, the (c) row shows the poses with two fingers and can grasp
an itemwith the back tip face.

3.2 Sensor design
The sensing capability is a unique part of our hand design. To
detect the combined force, we use a lower-cost design to meet
the sensing requirement. To choose the best sensor used in the
module, sensing precision, creep and dimension have been
considered.
To give the robot sensing capability like a human, tactile

sensing is essential, and if the sensor can sense the force and
position simultaneously, it can benefit the algorithm better.
Unlike the sensor that can sense the distributed force in the
whole surface, we choose the solution that can only sense the
combined force added to the surface. We design the tactile
sensor that can sense the force and position simultaneously and
act as the tactile sensing of the robot.
We choose the film force sensor with a thickness of 0.3mm

and good sensitivity. The basic structure of the sensor is shown
in Figure 7. With the rigid top plane, the combined force
Fc ¼ F1 1F2 will be divided into Fs1 and Fs2. The force,
position and velocity can be calculated by equation (2):

Xn
i¼0

Fsi ¼ Fc ¼
Xm
j¼1

Fj

xc ¼
Xn
i¼0

Fsilsi=Fc

vc ¼ xc

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(2)

With equation (2), the position of combined force can be
calculated, and the moving speed vc can show more

Figure 5 Fingertip can be extended or replaced with different
components

Figure 6 DoraHand layout and nine different grasp poses
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information about the relative motion between the hand and
item. These calculation results can be used in the slip
prediction part.
We can extend the sensor layout to the palm plane and use

four sensors to calculate the force distribution on this plane.
With the similar definition of F, y, z, l for Sensors 0 to 3, we can
get the calculation of equation (3). The distribution of joint and
sensor was shown in Figure 8(a), the coordinate of eachmodule
is shown in the figure. The sensor module is located in the
black area of the hand, and the sensor coordinate is shown in
Figure 8(b). Each white dot represents one sensor. There are
seven sensor modules and 16 sensors in one three-finger
DoraHand.

Xn
i¼0

Fsi ¼ Fc ¼
Xm
j¼1

Fj

yc ¼ Fs1ls1 � Fs3ls3ð Þ= Fs1 1Fs3ð Þ
zc ¼ Fs0ls0 � Fs2ls2ð Þ= Fs0 1Fs2ð Þ

8>>><
>>>:

(3)

The rubber and force boss are necessary for acquiring a stable
sensing result, and the sensor should be fixed in the sensor
module to ensure output consistency. With these structure
designs, calibration solutions are also critical. We calibrate each
sensor individually and calibrate the whole sensor module after
assembly. The first step is to calibrate a single sensor, and the
second step is to calibrate the sensor module assembly errors.
These two steps can make the final sensor module precise
enough force and position feedback.

3.3 Electronic and embedded design
With the basic idea of modular design and easier maintenance,
the idea of hot-swap was introduced. With this idea, the
fingerboard in each finger module should work individually
with power supply and communication.
To gain the scalability of the whole design, the board in the

palm should adapt to the different number of devices. The
communication and control function have been divided into
two boards. The mainboard provides the communication
function and power supply, which can support up to six fingers
and 98W power support. The pico board has a similar function
as the fingerboard and can be overlayed with one more board
according tomotor number.
For the hot-swap function, the inserting process is unstable

and easy to cause a surge current. We design the power circuit
with a millisecond-level delay to protect the finger module.
With the idea of making the finger universal, the device ID for
each finger position is not related to the finger and is decided by
the resister in each palm device port. The protection and
recognition at the hardware level make the systemmore reliable
and easier to use.
We use the controller area network (CAN) communication

among fingerboards and mainboard. We use the serial
peripheral interface (SPI) among the pico boards and
mainboard. The communication framework can be checked in
Figure 9. It is easy to find that the port leave for the finger and
pico boards are redundant for the three-finger hand, which is
the extension part for more fingers and actuators. Due to
several clients in the communication loop, we use the hardware
trigger to ensure the action time of each device is synchronized.
With the position, current and force data, each joint supports
the loop control of position, velocity, current and force.
The hand can support universal serial bus (USB) and

Ethernet communication. The communication frequency
between the hand and PC is 60Hz, and the related code of the
DoraHand can be checked inDoraHand (2020).

4. Validation and discussion

To evaluate the design of the DoraHand, we plan to validate
the performance from four different aspects, basic parameter,
sensing capability, grasping capability and scalable design.

4.1 Basic parameters
The basic function of the dexterous hand includes the
essential motion capability and payload parameter. We test

Figure 7 Tactile sensor design

Figure 8 Joint and sensor layout in the three-finger DoraHand with
RealSense

Figure 9 DoraHand communication framework
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the basic motion capability with motion precision. The joint
sensor feedback can provide 0.01° resolution and 0.1°
precision, and the joint motion precision can reach the level
of 0.5°.
The payload is verified from two aspects, the fingertip

force and compassing force in Figure 10. The fingertip force
is the force applied by the tip part, and using the similar
method shown in Ma et al. (2013), the tip force is measured
around 25N. The payload is highly correlated with the
friction between the hand surface and the target items when
testing the compassing force. We set the grasp pose as
Figure 10(b), using a cylinder bottle with 62mm diameter
and adding weight gradually until the slippage happens.
Details of the parameters are available in Table 1.
The comparison of the DoraHand three-finger version and

some dexterous hands is shown inTable 2.
The DoraHand has the advantage in the DOFs, weight

and payload. The sensing ability can also meet the most
requirements in robotic manipulation research and
support integration with other types of sensors and
components.

4.2 Sensing capability
The tactile sensor should be evaluated from three different
sides, force sensing precision, position sensing precision and
the data application.
Regarding force sensing precision, we evaluated the

force sensing precision of the sensor and the sensor
module. The precision of the single sensor can reach 63%
and the creep in 10min around 1.5%. The precision of the
sensor module is around65%, which may be influenced by
force adding direction and the mechanical structure
precision. Besides the value, the sensor can react with very
small deformation and can sense the minimum force of
100mN, and the force change with 10mN, it can help the
hand to manipulate with soft items and sensing the
stiffness difference of objects.
Regarding the position sensing precision, the device we used

to evaluate the precision is the jig in Figure 11. The force
adding part in the jig can move horizontally with precision
higher than 0.01mm, and the force is controlled with the force
sensor feedback. The position can be calibrated and can reach
the precision of 65%, which is around a 1mm distance in the
finger module. The output position is shown in Figure 12, and
the position ratio corresponds to the position in 22mm length.
The most significant error happened at the edge of the testing
area. It was caused by the contact condition difference between
sensor and rubber.
The data application part is mainly about the usage of the

force data. With the grasping and manipulation-related
application, the slip prediction can present the dynamic
performance of force sensing. Referring to the work of slip
prediction with force data (Wang et al., 2019b), we acquired
the force data during slip motion. The 60Hz force data
obtained by the sensor are shown in Figure 13. The force shows
a grasping process starting from 0.1 s, and the force increases
rapidly from 0.35 to 0.45 s, and the force balance process
continues from 0.5 to 1.0 s, and has a significant change in
1.0 s. The slip motion in hand can be detected with such data
and the long short-term memory (LSTM) process (Wang and
Kirchner, 2021).

Figure 10 Tip and encompassing grip payload test

Table 1 Basic parameters of three-finger version

Input power Joint precision Joint speed Joint range

24V/2A 60.1° 70°/s 690°
Tactile sensor number and range Communication rate Dimension (L � W � H mm) Encompassing grip payload
16 & 10N 60Hz 126� 143� 221 6kg

Table 2 Hand comparison

Hand Finger/actuator Grasp range (mm) Tactile sensor Weight (g) Grip force (N)

SDH Hand 3/7 239 Yes 1950 /
Barrett Hand 3/4 240 Yes 1200 15
Robotiq 3-Finger 3/2 155 / 2300 15–60
Allergo Hand 4/16 238 / 1500 /
Eagle Shoal 3/8 212 Yes 790 10
BLT gripper 3/5 206 / 1200 10
DoraHand 3/8 200 Yes 1250 25
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4.3 Grasping capability
To test the grasping capability of the DoraHand, the hand was
used to grasp the Yale-CMU-Berkeley (YCB) object set (Calli
et al., 2015) and some groceries. The grasping capability can be
easily proven with different dimension items and different grasp
poses. The grasping postures are shown in Figure 14.
The DoraHand already meets the requirement of grasping

daily life objects for the basic grasping capability. The
advantage of fully actuated and diverse loop control can enable
more grasping andmanipulation usage.
With the unique design of the fingertip, this hand can be used

in a narrow space, and with a good control strategy, the item
can be easily grasped from a tightly arranged queue. The force
control mode can help the robot release the item with zero force
situation, which can help the robot improve the efficiency of
space and time.

4.4Modular design
The hot-swap function is the critical part in the modular design
with the hot-swap function. The finger can be plug and insert
easy and operate with power-on state; this process canmake the
finger usage easier, and researcher can control the robot
complete the finger replace andmaintain by itself.

With this finger module, we can easier design the hand with
different layout and different finger number. Themain board in
the palm can support the maximum number of six fingers, and
each finger can be exchanged. The designs of two- and five-
finger hand are shown in Figure 15.

Figure 11 Jig for calibrate and evaluate the finger and palm tactile
sensor

Figure 12 The comparison between the theoretical and experimental
value

Figure 13 The force data acquired by the tactile sensor

Figure 14 Grasping different items in daily life, including items like
pen, fork, spatula, ball, bowl, plate, net bag, egg, bottle, pen container,
hammer, pan, marbles, scissors and circuit board
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The two-finger version keeps the rotation DOF in the three-
finger version palm, and it can use in some narrow and light load
cases. The five-finger version gains two DOFs in the thumb
rotation and twoDOFs in the palm and finger rotation. It can use
in some cases that needmore complexmanipulation capability.
Besides the two- and five fingers, the researcher can treat the

finger and main board as the basic motion module, and extend
the finger andmain board withmore diverse usages.

4.5 Fingermanipulation
The hand can also manipulate some tiny objects with the big
enough tip force, including the tube gap.
With the purpose of anti-virus, we have used the DoraHand

to build an anti-virus robot that can help to transfer the sample
to the standard tube. This robot needs to open the tube cap,
operate the pipette to transfer the sample and close the tube
cap. With the module tip design function in DoraHand, the
hand can bemodifiedwith the pipette and high friction tip.
For the three-finger DoraHand, we change the middle finger

joint 0 to drive a four-bar linkage to operate the pipette and replace
a high friction tip to the other two fingers to provide enough
rotation torque. For the two-finger DoraHand, we change the
fingertip with high friction and long positioning tip and add a
rotation base under the hand to provide the rotation force. With
these changes, the function of reagent sampling shown in
Figure 16was realized by the three- and two-finger hand.

5. Conclusion

This paper introduced a novel dexterous hand with a tactile
sensing finger module. The performance and capability were

evaluated and shown in this paper. The DoraHand can meet
the most research requirements from the parameters and
functions in the robotic manipulation area. The modular
design can easily scale to different finger layouts and support
mounting other modules in the joint and tip parts for more
customized requirements. The finger with the hot-swap
function can help researchers or robots maintain fingers by
themselves and help realize a fully automated solution.
We hope this dexterous hand can help researchers eliminate

the hardware issues and focus on the algorithm. We will
provide affordable DoraHand and deliver more diverse
functions to contribute to the roboticmanipulation area.
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